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1. SUMMARY
Nickel-alumina alloys have been made by powder metallurgy and rolled 
out to thin sheets. The diffusion rates of 63Ni in these alloys have 
been measured by the surface decrease method and the enhancement of diffusion 
has been shown to be due to the grain boundaries. Autoradiography, and 
microprobe analysis on nickel-alumina/cobalt diffusion couples, have 
confirmed this view.
The diffusion rate for temperatures between 820 and 1220°C can be 
expressed by the equation:
D = 1.8 exp(-65800/RT) exp ((140.9/T-0.0893)b )
“1where B == grain boundary density (mm )
At temperatures above 900°C with fine grain sizes the following 
equation is more suitable.
D = 1.8 exp(-65800/RT) + 2.14 x 10~^B e^g (-40000/RT)
An approximate calculation of the grain boundary diffusion coefficient 
from the same results yields the following equation:
D = 2.14 exp (-40000/RT)
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2. INTRODUCTION
Nickel based alloys are extensively used for high temperature 
applications, primarily because of their corrosion resistance and the 
possibility of attaining reasonable strength up to lOOO^C. A small 
\increase in operating temperature of the blades of gas turbines could 
show large economic advantages, partly because of the higher engine 
temperatures which could be employed, and partly due to the reduction of 
the need to provide blade cooling. Similarly if an increase in strength 
can be attained at the same temperature, then weight saving is a possibility 
wliich would offer economic advantages particularly in airborne turbines.
Commercial nickel alloys which have been developed for high 
temperature service contain chromium to improve the oxidation resistance and 
are normally hardened by the addition of titanium and aluminium to produce 
the compounds Ni^Ti and Ni^Al (l). At very high temperatures these 
compounds will either redissolve in the matrix or overageing will take 
place, both effects reducing the strength of the alloy.
Insoluble dispersions can be used instead of the normal soluble kind
but special powder metallurgy techniques are needed in order that they may be
incorporated in the alloy. Refractory oxides are normally used as the
dispersion and the matrix is pure nickel. If chromium powder is added to
\  ■ . 
the mixture or if nickel-chromium powder is used, some of the chromium
will be oxidised during production and it cannot be reduced to the metal
with the furnace atmospheres used.. Recent work has shown that these
problems are not insurmountable and nickel alloys have been produced
containing chromium, titanium and aluminium in addition to either thoria
or yttria with corresponding good mechanical properties and corrosion
resistance.(2)
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Dispersion hardened alloys with a pure nickel matrix can be coated 
with a chromium layer in order to improve the oxidation resistance but 
rapid diffusion of the chromium into the centre of the specimen occurs 
at high temperatures, leaving a surface which is once more prone to oxidation. 
A large Kirkendall effect is also found, wliich produces pores and displaces 
the dispersed particles (see Section 3*3)•
It was therefore decided to investigate the diffusion rate of a 
dispersion hardened nickel alloy and to attempt to explain the mechanism 
of the enhanced diffusion rate so that steps could be taken to either reduce 
the effect or avoid it.
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3. LITERATURE SURVEY
3.1 STRENGTHENING OF METALS
Several methods of strengthening metals have been developed over the 
years, and the three main methods are:-
1. Solid solution strengthening.
2. Work Hardening.
3* Dispersion strengthening. •
All three methods can be used together to provide enhanced properties. 
Solid solution strengthening normally is not very effective on its own 
but alloy additions can be made to enhance the effects of work hardening 
or dispersion strengthening.
Work hardening can be made more effective by combining with dispersion 
strengthening, when very high strengths can be obtained e.g. piano wire, 
although this strength is destroyed if the temperature is raised above 
the recovery point.
Dispersion strengthening is the basis for all liigh strength alloys, 
it has been used from the very early times in steels which have been quenched 
and tempered and the same principles have now been applied to many other 
alloy systems. The most common way to produce the dispersion is to heat the 
alloy to such a temperature that all or most of the alloying elements are 
taken into solid solution, then to quench the alloy to retain the elements 
in solid solution and to follow with an ageing treatment where precipitates 
are formed internally in the alloy. Considerable control of the precipitate 
size and numbers can be achieved by controlling the heat treatment 
conditions, thus modifying the alloy properties. This method of producing 
a dispersion hardened alloy is unsuitable when the alloys are to be used 
at high temperatures when over-ageing or even re-solution of the 
precipitates can take place.
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It is possible to produce dispersions by other methods than solid 
solution precipitation to yield a dispersion which will not readily over­
age, go into solution or decompose. The term dispersion hardening is often 
restricted to hardening by dispersions produced by these methods. An 
effective dispersion can produce reasonable strength at high temperatures, 
usually by retaining the effects of cold work at temperatures where they 
would normally be annealed out. Since it is often difficult and expensive 
to produce these alloys, their use is restricted to situations where their 
specific properties cannot be obtained by other methods i.e. at high 
temperatures.
Nickel-thoria alloys have been developed (TD-Nickel) to extend the 
temperature range of the normal nickel-chromium base alloys but the oxidation 
properties are similar to pure nickel (3). Attempts have been made at 
coating such alloys with protective surface layers of various materials 
including chromium. All the metal coatings suffer from the disadvantage 
that the coating rapidly diffuses into the body of the component so that 
the oxidation resistance is lost and the Kirkendall effect which is 
present causes porosity to be formed and movement of the dispersion, so
promoting recrystallisation and loss in strength. (4  ^ 5)«
\
3.2 SELF DIFFUSION IN NICKEL
The self diffusion of nickel has been studied by many workers, 
normally through the use of 63Ni and sectioning techniques but occasionally 
by the surface decrease method. All the values of D^ and Q which have 
been found in the literature are included in Table 1, and when both D^ and 
Q are available are plotted in Fig. 1 for lattice diffusion and Fig. 2 for 
grain boundary diffusion. The lines are drawn from the equation 
D = D^ exp (-Q/RT) over the temperature range .of the original experiment.
The enhancement of diffusion by prestraining has been shown by Wazzan (20) 
over the temperature range 675“750°C and it can be seen that at the upper 
temperature limit the enhancement is very small.
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3.3 DIFFUSION IN DISPERSION HARDENED MATERIALS.
Sintered alumininm powder (SAP) was the first dispersioned hardened 
material in which the diffusion rates were studied (25, 26) and it was 
shown that the diffusion rates of alloying elements were substantially 
higher than in pure aluminium, but no quantitative values were given.
Fleetwood (4) has studied the diffusion rate of plated chromium layers 
into nickel - 5% thoria alloys and has determined activation energies and 
frequency factors for chromium concentrations of between 2 and 25% by 
the method of Matano (27)• The activation energy at 2% chromium was found 
to be 33*8 kcal/mole and extrapolating his results to 0%> chromium would 
give a value of about 33 kcal/mole. A large Kirkendall effect was found 
by Fleetwood which gave a large number of large pores in the region of the 
specimen from where the chromium had diffused, indicating that the chromium 
had travelled faster than the nickel.
Walsh.and Donachie (23) have also used the Matano method to study 
the diffusion rate of tungsten in TD nickel. They showed a change in 
diffusion rate of about an order of magnitude at the interface between the 
dispersed and undispersed material and attributed the higher diffusion rate 
in the dispersed material to grain boundaries and dislocations at the lower 
temperatures (<1150°C) and the possibility of retained dislocation networks 
at the higher temperatures (>1150°C) where recrystallisation had occurred. 
The diffusion constants of the above two experiments when extrapolated to 
0% solute are given in Table 1 and are also plotted in Fig. 1.
Perona et al (5) have also coated TD nickel with chromium and 
studied the diffusion and oxidation resistance but no quantitative values 
of diffusion rates are given.
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The Matano method of diffusion determination relies upon the measurement
of the entire diffusion profile and distances, slopes and areas are taken
from the curve to solve the following equations.
.c
cf
The method is usually used to determine the diffusion coefficients 
of binary diffusion couples and yields an intefdiffusion coefficient which 
normally varies with composition. Darken has given an equation which 
separates the two components of the inter diffusion coefficient (29).
® = Hb ®b
where N = Number of atoms of the diffusing species
D = Diffusion coefficient for the particular species.
At low concentrations of solute the equation indicates that the inter- 
diffusion coefficient is determined by the diffusion coefficient of the 
solute on] y.
Theoretical calculations of the difference in activation energies of 
self diffusion and impurity diffusion in nickel show that the activation 
energy could be lowered by about 7 kcal/mole for chromium diffusion and 
about 6 kcal/mole for tungsten diffusion, but experimental evidence 
indicates that the effect is about half that estimated (jO). These 
differences are small compared to those found in the Matano analysis of 
dispersion hardened materials.
Imai and Miyazaki (28) have eliminated the effects of large numbers 
of grain boundaries and very high dislocation densities by using single 
crystals of silver-aluminium which were internally oxidised to produce a 
2 volume percent alumina dispersion. The diffusion of 110-Ag was measured
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by serial sectioning and since the logarithm of the concentration was 
accurately proportional to the distance from the surface squared, then it 
can be assumed that volume diffusion was the predominant mechanism and 
that continuous short circuit paths have little effect. This was confirmed 
by the very minor change in activation energy from 44*4 kcal/mole in 
silver to 45 kcal/mole in silver-alumina. The diffusion is however 
increased by 86^ on average, a value far above that which can be accounted 
for by short circuit paths around the dispersed particles (See Section 3*6) 
if they were randomly distributed.
3.4 DIFFUSION ENHANCEMENT DUE TO GRAIN BOUNDARIES
The presence of grain boundaries increases the diffusion rate above that 
of the lattice alone and even though the boundaries are only a few atoms in 
width, they can, because of their very large diffusion coefficient, 
transport quite large amounts of material. The activation energy for 
grain boundary diffusion is found to be about one to two thirds that of 
volume diffusion, (3I, 32), so the lower the temperature the greater will 
be the relative effect of the boundaries. The solution of the diffusion 
equations for the case of a grain boundary is complicated and was first 
considered by Fisher (33) aud more rigorous solutions were later derived 
by Whipple (34) and Suzuoka (35)* le Claire (36) has considered each of 
these solutions and compared their validity. All these theories assume 
that the grain boundaries are perpendicular to the surface and effectively 
isolated from each other. This is true in the case of bicrystals and 
approximates to the truth with large columnar crystals. Levine and 
MacCallum (37) have calculated the slope of the average concentration with 
depth using a grain boundary model and find that the logarithm of the 
concentration is proportional to the depth to the power of six-fifths 
instead of to the power of two for volume diffusion. Their calculations 
are only true if the ratio of grain boundary diffusion to volume diffusion 
is very large, which is not always the case.
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Canon and Stark have considered the determination of the grain boundary 
diffusion coefficient (42) and have come to the conclusion, using Whipple*s 
analysis, that the previous results of Upthegrove and Sinnott (11) have been 
in error and that the activation energy does not vary with misfit angle 
but stays constant at approximately 26 kcal/mole. Canon and Stark have 
themselves determined grain boundary diffusion coefficients of 10° tilt 
and twist boundaries (24) wliich yield activation energies of 41 kcal/mole 
and 45 kcal/mole respectively.
The other extreme is where the easy diffusion paths are close together. 
Hart (38) has shown that the normal Gaussian diffusion profile can still 
be retained. He applied the theory to dislocations but Pampillo and 
de Reca (39) have applied it to grain boundaries. They state that the 
diffusion rate measured is the sum of the diffusion rates of the lattice 
and grain boundary, taking volume fraction into consideration i.e.
D = (1 - f) + f Dg (3.4.1)
where f = fraction of atoms in the boundary,
= lattice diffusion coefficient,
Dg = boundary diffusion coefficient, 
as long as the follomng condition is fulfilled.
(2Dgt)2p.>L (3.4.2)
where L = mean distance between boundaries, 
t = time of experiment.
The condition is a very stringent one and can not normally be attained 
in practice due to grain growth, but if the boundaries can be forced to move 
during the diffusion experiment, they will provide a path of high 
diffusivity which will progressively move through the specimen. A few 
boundaries can therefore be equivalent in diffusing power to many stationary 
boundaries since the need for volume diffusion from an interboundary position 
to the boundary is eliminated. Pampillo and de Reca (39) showed that this 
would work in practice and Ruoff and Balluffi (40) attributed the increase 
in diffusion rate in strain induced experiments to this effect.
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The proportion of atoms in the boundary is taken to be
f = - ^  (3.4.3)
where b = nearest neighbour distance.
Stabilisation of the grain boundaries by an insoluble second phase 
can promote rapid diffusion and recent work has shown how a small grain 
size is retained in nickel-carbon fibre composites (4I). These composites 
(with a grain size of lC^m)were very prone to oxidation and the samples 
were completely oxidised after 1 hour at 600°C in air.
3.5 PARTICLE-MATRIX INTERFACE
In the case of dispersions which are produced by precipitation, the
particles can often be coherent v/ith the matrix, at least when they are
%
small. It is very unlikely that a coherent structure can be produced by
the mixing of oxide particles with metals. In the case of nickel-alumina,
it would appear that the particles are retained in the porosity of the
sintered specimen and it is only when this porosity is reduced by mechanical
v/orking procedures that the particles come into intimate contact with the
nickel all round their circumference. The presence of a fine dispersion
reduces or even stops the shrinkage during sintering by a mechanism which
has not yet been explained, but thé reduction in porosity has been shown to
<
be greatly dependant on the grain boundaries (43, 44, 45).
The interface which is formed between the alumina and nickel has been 
studied in various ways ; the most common being the sessile drop test. In 
this test the small particle of nickel is melted on a flat alumina surface 
and allowed to solidify. The contact angle between the nickeland alumina 
can give the interfacial energy at a temperature just above the melting 
point and the resulting bond can be tested mechanically. Nicholas et al (46) 
have used the sessile drops for push-off tests and have analysed the stress 
systems present. They have shown that the strength of the interface is
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independant of variations in contact angle caused by experimental 
variations but the strength can be varied by impurities. Humenik &
Kingery (47) have calculated the work of adhesion from contact angle 
measurements and have shown that small additions of iron to nickel can 
increase the work of adhesion markedly. Sutton and Feingold (48) have 
studied the effect of additions of chromium, titanium, and zirconium on the 
adhesion, and reactions of nickel on alumina have shown the reaction 
increases in the above order. The zirconium can penetrate up to I50 microns 
into the alund.na from the sessile drop and cavities can form in the alumina. 
The contact angle always shows non-wetting behaviour and it is usually 
assumed that the interface,remains substantially the same when the nickel 
passes from liquid to solid. Ruedl (49) has examined alurninium-alumina 
foils wliich have been bombarded with alpha-particles to produce helium 
bubbles after annealing. These bubbles preferentially formed at the 
interface giving a large contact angle (greater than 70°) indicating a high 
energy boundary even though liquid aluminium wets alumina (SO). The alumina 
particles have a different thermal expansion coefficient from the nickel and 
therefore there will be misfit stresses or strains when temperature 
changes occur; as will be inevitable during fabrication by mixing and 
sintering. The strains in the matrix will generate dislocations and any 
plastic deformation will further produce dislocations preferentially around 
the particles. It is thus possible that the particles could influence 
diffusion similarly to particles of a much larger size.
3.6 VARIATION IN DIFFUSION DUE TO DISPERSION-METAL INTERFACE
The metal-dispersion interface can possibly affect the average diffusion 
rate through the specimens. If the interface has a very high mergy 
then it is likely that the diffusion rate around the particles will be high 
whereas, if the interface has a low energy, the diffusion rate will be 
low and the presence of the particles will reduce the effective cross- 
sectional area and thus the apparent diffusion rate will be reduced.
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If an electrical conductivity analogy is used, the effect of either 
a conducting particle or an insulating particle can be calculated#
Chang & Cuenot (51) have considered the effect of dispersed 
particles on the electrical conductivity and have reduced the formula 
derived by Lord Rayleigh (52) of the dielectric constant of a two phase 
mixture to:~
^ (1 - 3 nV + 3n^ V^) (3.6.1)
A - A*
n = — —  --- (3.6.2)
2^ + A T
where m ~ conductivity of mixtureA =m
A = conductivity of matrix
A * = conductivity of particles 
V = volume fraction of particles
The maximum increase in conductivity will be when A * = <». 
then n = -1. The maximum decrease in conductivity will be when ^ * = 0, 
then n = These two cases are plotted in Fig. 3* The conductivity
results of Borok (53) are also included and agree well \vLth the 
theoretical curve.
Tanbenblat and Goller (54) have measured the density and electrical 
conductivity of porous copper produced by powder metallurgy and their 
results also differ little from the theoretical curve, their conductivities 
being slightly high up to 13^ porosity. This could possibly be because 
the specimens were deformed by rolling which would not produce random 
spherical porosity.
The maximum increase in diffusivity with the alloys used in the 
present investigation will be 40% if the particles are conducting and the 
maximum decrease 17^ if the particles are non-conducting.
Starr (55) has published the following equation.
= M v  (3.6.3)
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which applies for spherical insulating particles. This is also plotted 
in Fig, 3* This equation is thought to give too large a decrease in 
conductivity.
The diffusion rate of 63-Ni in porous brass produced by dezincification 
has been measured (56) and found to be 1.5 to 2 times higher than without 
the pores. The activation energy also falls 2 kcal/mole from 39 kcal/mole 
indicating that surface diffusion could be playing a part.
3.7 THE SURFACE DECREASE METHOD
In this method of measuring self-diffusion, a layer of radioactive 
material is coated on the specimen. Diffusion can then take place under 
suitable conditions of time and temperature. After the diffusion, the 
measured radioactivity will be less due to the absorption of the radiation 
in the specimen material. This method was first used by Steigman, Shockley
and Nix (57) to measure the self-diffusion coefficient of copper. The 
equation they derived for the decrease in activity at the surface is
j = exp ( fi Dt) [ 1 - erf ( ^ / ^  ) ] . (3.7.1)
o
where I = Intensity measured at surface after anneal 
I^ = Intensity measured at surface before anneal 
= Absorption coefficient 
D = Diffusion coefficient 
t = time of anneal.
erf (x) is the error function of x and equals 2^ f dy.
v/r
o
/ •
Tabulated values of the error function can be found in standard 
mathematical tables.
The surface decrease method was further developed by Raynor, Thomassen 
and Rouse (58), also working on copper, who expanded the equation to take 
account of the finite thickness of the radioactive deposit.
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The derivation of the equation is given below.
Fick* s Second Law states
i  = i  (3.7.2)
where c = concentration of element being diffused.
For self diffusion, D may be taken out of the integral
® (3.7.3)
The following limits apply to the experimental procedure
a) At t = 0, C = for 0 < x < a 
and c = 0 for x > a
b) For t > 0 •
,c =  0 at X =  00
where a = thickness of radioactive plate.
The integration of equation (3*7*3) according to these limits gives 
the equation of the concentration - depth curve
a-x
•• 2/m
c = 0 I (3.7.4)
a-hc
The amount of radioactivity per unit volume will be directly proportional 
to the concentration and so activity can be substituted for concentration 
in the above formula.
The measured activity will be decreased due to absorption. The 
normal absorption equation is
• L  " L  (3.7.5)
where = Intensity after passing through tliickness x.
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The intensity i* emerging from one side of the block due to an 
intensity i at x is given by
i< = A i e (3*7.6)
where A is the area of the surface.
The total intensity emerging is the summation of all these terms
I = S i* = f A i e dx (3.7*7)k ±
•0
ts.ac) (3.1.7)
Combining equations ^&) and
a-x
.09
I = A - -  7 - ^  . - y V l  e-"" dx (3.7.8)/ r i e - V l
l l / ^  i  J
alx
Z/ÏÏT
and integrating
e a +2 fiDt
I _ ^  «a f ^
A 2/1 °
r - e~^^) - [
L  . / F  I
+
-a+2 fi Dt a
dy 1 + 5  I  ^  y  (3.7.9) 
/ V  ; ^
i^ can be calculated by substituting the initial conditions in equation 
(3.7.7) and solving
a
.0 = A i II i. / e dx
o
I i/1
A(1 - 6 " " “)— Max (3.7.10)
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Combining (3*7*9) and (3.7*10) gives
Uj2 Dt
2(l-e"^^)
2e ^a /
a+2/l Dt
. - r "  1 ,
-a+2H Dt
2e—/la 2y^ Dt
+ If j
2
-y dy +
/
a
2/Tt
-y dy (3.7.11)
or using the notation of the error function given above.
Dt
r r" 1 - erf (£-±-M£L)
I L  2/m
- e r  1 - erf ^
—a "b 2/1 Dt
2/m ]
erf (a/2 JÏÏt)
+ 1 - e"^^ (3*7*12)
This equation can become difficult to use for large values of ^  ^ t  owing 
to the necessity of taking differences between large numbers. Buffington, 
Bakalor and Cohen (59) have provided two. approximate equations for use 
under these conditions.
1 - e
- /la
erf (— ^  ) 
2vÆt
(3.7.13)
(I a
1 _ e - pa
u Dt r  ^ _1 - erf (// \Æt ^  (3*7*14)
Equation (3*7*13) is the last term from equation (3*7*12) while 
equation (3*7*14) is derived from equation (3*7*1), taking account of the 
absorption of the plating thickness.
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Equations (3.7*12) and (3*7*14) a.re plotted in Fig. 4 for two 
values of a and M (plating thickness and absorption coefficient).
3.8 63Ni ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS
The absorption coefficient of 63Ni radiation in various materials 
has been determined by several experimenters as shown in Table 2. 63Ni 
emits rays wliich do not behave as gamma or X rays and are slowed doivn 
before being absorbed by the material. They thus do not have a single 
absorption coefficient but one wliich rises as the rays penetrate through 
the absorber and they have a definite range (64, 61). It would be expected 
that different absorbers would yield different absorption coefficients even 
when corrected for density but the scatter in the published values is very 
large indeed. The absorption coefficients in nickel are fairly consistent 
and the value of Hoffman, Pikus and Ward (7) which is apparently low is 
discussed in Section 6.3*
3.9 METHODS OF MANUFACTURE OF DISPERSION HARDENED MATERIALS
There are several ways of producing a refractory, insoluble dispersion 
in a metal matrix, the most commonly used are:-
1. Internal Oxidation.
In this method an alloy is first produced consisting of a dilute 
solution of a reactive element and the alloy is heated in an oxidising 
atmosphere; the reactive element is then oxidised and a stable
I
dispersion produced. The rates of sub scale formation during 
oxidation of many copper alloys were determined by Rhin es et al (66) 
and many of the later papers used this data to determine the optimum 
conditions for internal oxidation. In order for this method to be 
successful, the oxygen must have a much higher diffusion rate than the 
solute so that the dispersion is even. Normal diffusion distances 
are quite small and so powders are often used which are later processed 
by normal powder metallurgy techniques. Examples of alloys produced 
by internal oxidation are Cu-SiO^ (67); Ni-Al^O^, Ni-TiOg, Ni-Cr^O^, 
Ni-SiOg (68); Ag-Al^O (28); Cu-Al^O (69); Cu-Al^O., Cu-SiOg (70).
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2. Co-precipitation
Co-precipitation is used commercially for the well known TD Nickel (3) 
in which 2^ thoria is dispersed in nickel. The process normally 
uses precipitation of hydroxides from aqueous salt solutions, and 
selective reduction of the hydroxide mixture to give a metal powder - 
oxide mixture which is processed by normal powder metallurgical 
techniques (71).
The various stages of the decomposition of aluminium hydroxide are 
described by Laubengayer and Weiss (72) who stated that the tri hydrate 
(Al20^.3H20) is stable below 140°C, the alpha -mono h)drat e (Al^O^.H^O) 
is stable to 400°C and alpha and gamma corundum are stable above 
this temperature.
3. Direct Mixing. "
Direct mixing of the metal - oxide powders, is the simplest technique 
to use but suffers from the disadvantages that very fine powders 
are essential for the starting material and it is difficult to produce 
a uniform mixture. Commercial nickel powders produced by the 
carbonyl process are normally in the 1 to 10 /^ m range. Smaller 
particles can suffer rapid oxidation and even spontaneous ignition. 
Ductile metals are usually difficult to grind but Quantinetz (73) has 
shorn how to grind carbonyl nickel to sub micron sizes using grinding 
aids such as surfactants to eliminate or reduce aggregation and rewelding 
of the particles. Oxide powders with particle sizes of 100 to 25O %
(10 to 25 nm) are obtainable from commercial sources.
3.10 GROWTH OF DISPERSION DURING PRODUCTION
During the manufacturing process it is quite easy to get growth of 
the dispersion by agglomeration and sintering due to the fact that the 
particles are not positively separated by the metal matrix. The growth
of aluminium oxide particles in nickel during production has been studied
(74) and the authors indicate that it is pointless producing a very fine
22,
oxide if tliis grows during manufacture of the alloys. They show that the 
particle size can he reduced by heavy reduction during extrusion which 
agrees with the results of Singh (75) who has shown direct electron micro­
scopical evidence of fractured alumina particles in iron. The reduction 
of particle size in nickel-thoria alloys due to cold rolling is described 
by Mee and Sinclair (76) and in nickel-magnesia by Schafer et al (69).
The evidence would indicate that low temperature sintering for a 
short time with a large amount of mechanical work, preferably using 
extrusion where large reductions can readily be achieved, should result 
in the finest particle size. The growth of dispersions in the final 
alloy is discussed in section (3.II).
3.11 THE GROWTH OF DISPERSIONS IN ALLOYS AFTER PRODUCTION
Although the dispersions used in dispersion hardening are much more
stable than those used in precipitation hardening, they are not immune
from particle growth (over-ageing). The mechanism for growth is somewhat
obscure in that it would appear that the particles can move through the
matrix metal, coagulate and sinter together to form larger particles, or
alternatively that the compound forming the particle dissociates and
diffuses through the matrix in an elemental manner. The rate controlling
step can then be either the dissociation of the compound, the diffusion of
or
either species through the matrix &§ the. re-combination on the growing 
particle. '
The simplest case to consider is that of cavities where vacancies 
must diffuse in order for the cavities to grow. Brett and Seigle (77) 
have considered the shrinkage of voids in copper and have shov/n that grain 
boundaries accelerate the process while dislocations have little effect. 
Gittins (45) suggests that the mechanism can be complicated by the presence 
of gas in the cavities so that a foreign species must diffuse in order for 
the cavities to shrink.
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The theoretical aspects of the growth of large precipitates have 
been considered by Greenwood (78), Lifshitz and Slysov (79) and Wagner 
(80), this has been extended by Speight (81) to the particular case of 
particles on grain boundaries where grain boundary diffusion plays a 
prédominent role in material transport. These authors have calculated that 
the average particle radius to the tliird power will increase linearly with 
time when diffusion is three dimensional and the average particle radius 
to the fourth power will increase linearly with time when grain boundary 
diffusion is the controlling factor. Experimental evidence is given by 
Speich and Oriani (47) on the growth of copper precipitates in an iron 
matrix and on the growth of aluminium oxide particles in a nickel matrix 
by Bromsky, Lenel and Ansell (71). The latter measured an activation 
energy for growth of 84*7 kcal/mole which compares :\d.th the diffusion of 
oxygen in nickel of 39*5 kcal/mole (82) and aluminium in nickel of 64 kcal/mole 
(83). Sergeenkova (84) has determined an activation energy of 80 +
5 kcal/mole for the same system and has shown that the radius to the fifth 
power is linearly proportional to time. Grain boundaries and dislocations 
wou^d lower the diffusion energies still further and it thus appears that 
the growth of the oxides is dependent on the dissociation of the oxide and 
not the transport mechanism. Komatsu and Grant (85) have shown that the 
growth rate in a copper-silica alloy can be dependent on diffusion when the 
particles are small and dependent on dissociation when they are larger.
It is possible to reduce the growth rate of alumina in nickel by the 
addition of 1^ titanium (86) wliich probably reduces the interface energy 
and hence the driving force for the growth.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
4.1 ALLOY PRODUCTION
Two groups of dispersion hardened alloys were made by powder 
metallurgy techniques.
MATERIALS
The following materials were used in the production of the alloys:
a) Carbonyl nickel powder type B. Supplier Mond Nickel Ltd. This 
consisted of round particles between 0.3 and 3 /f m across with 
jagged surfaces (see Fig. 5).
Bulk density 0.95 grams per millimeter (0.95 Mg/m'^ )
Surface area 0.7 sq. metres per gram.
Carbon 0.05 to 0.15 weight '
Oxygen 0.05 to 0.15 weight 
Sulphur less than 0.001 weight 
Iron 0.01 weight %*
Silicon 0.0005 weight \
b)^^arbonyl iron powder, type MCHP. Supplier Mond Nickel Ltd. This 
consisted of spherical powder of about 8 /f m in diameter (see Fig. 6).
c) Alumina powder, type PllOCl. Manufactured by Degussa and supplied by 
Bush, Beach and Segner Bayley Ltd. (See Fig. 7).
BET surface area 100 + 10 sq. metres per gram.
Particle size 5 - 30 nm.
Structure y-Al^O^.
Alumina 99 weight
HCl less than 1 weight %,
Fe^Og less than O.I5 weight 
SiOg not detectable.
TiOg not detectable.
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d) Aluminium hydroxide, moist gel. Supplier British Drug Houses Ltd.
NH« less than 0.05 weight 
Cl less than 0.025 weight 
Fe less than 0.005 weight 
Na less than 0.02 weight 
SO^ less than 0.05 weight
MIXING
The alloys were mixed in a horizontal ball mill for 20 hours using 
porcelain pots and J inch (12 mm) nickel balls.. It was found necessary 
to do this in the form of a slurry when wet aluminium hydroxide was added.
A slurry was therefore used for all mixes. The amount of hydroxide needed 
was calculated by heating a sample to 1200°C and measuring the remaining 
alumina. Considerable compaction of the powder resulted from the milling 
process.
■ The mixing was done in 200 gram batches to which were added 2 grams 
of stearic acid and 50 ml of acetone to form the slurry. After the 
mixing the acetone was removed by evaporation using a vacuum rotary pump
and^a cold trap cooled with liquid nitrogen. The lubricant was removed,
so that a strong compact could be made, by heating the dried powder at 400°C 
for one hour in hydrogen. Some sintering resulted, especially of the
fe
pure nickel and the cake was broken with a pested and mortar and passed 
through a I50 mesh sieve.
PRESSING
Three conditions of pressing were used depending on the equipment 
available and the size of the specimen required.
1. A ^ inch (12.7 nun) dia. double ended high strength chromium steel die 
was used in a 10 ton hand press to a pressure of 40 tsi. (6I8 MN/m ). 
This produced small specimens suitable for preliminary experiments only.
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2. A '2| inch (70 mm) dia. mild steel double ended die was used in a 50 ton
motorised hydraulic press resulting in a pressure of about 10 tsi
(154 MN/m )• The specimens produced in this die were used for the first
and second group of diffusion experiments.
3. A 1.124 inch (28.5 mm) dia. double ended die was used in the 10 ton
2hand press to give a pressure of 30 tsi (154 M / m  ). The specimens 
produced were used for'the third group of diffusion experiments.
SINTERING '
The compacts were sintered in.a tube furnace in a dried and de-oxygenated 
hydrogen atmosphere which was obtained by passing the hydrogen through a 
^Deoxo* catalytic reactor and then over dried silica gel and phosphorous 
pentoxide.
During the grinding of metal powders, it is inevitable that some 
oxidation will have taken place and in the present experiments, a consider­
able amount of oxidation may have occurred since the grinding was done in 
air. During the sintering in hydrogen, this oxide is reduced, forming 
water vapour which must be eliminated from the compacts together with any 
residual water vapour from the decomposition of the aluminium hydroxide.
Rapid heating of the specimens was found to produce blisters and so the 
furnace was heated slowly to 1 0 0 0 (taking at least three hours) and 
held there for one hour.
A photograph of the third batch of sintered specimens containing 
Degussa alumina is shown in Fig. 8.
FORGING
The sintered compacts were hot forged using a mechanical hammer; 
the compacts were pre-heated in air to 1250°C which took about 10 minutes, 
then forged as rapidly as possible before they cooled too much. Owing to 
the large size of the compacts pressed in the 2f inch die only a limited 
reduction was possible and they were cut into halves and then quarters so
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that the area was reduced and the necessary reduction was attained. In
some cases re-heating of the compacts was necessary in order to obtain the
desired thiclmess (usually -ç inch, 6.25 mm). The reduction was necessary
to stop crocodile cracking during rolling, and the last batch of hydroxide
alumina specimens was reduced to less than 0.12 inch (3.05 mm) in order to
reduce the cracking and also the rolling time. Specimens of the third
. Ir^ ZS
batch are shown in Fig. 9 after forging to 4 inch ( ^  mm).
ROLLING
Thin sheet material of high density was required and it was thought 
that rolling would be the best way'of producing the high density.
Preliminary experiments had sho\m that about 22$^  reduction between anneals 
was the maximum which could be obtained on the dispersion hardened specimens 
without too much cracking. The rolling reduction sequence for the third 
batch of experiments is shown in Table 3» Anneals in all cases were at 
1000°C in hydrogen for 15 minutes.
4.2 SPECIMEN PRODUCTION
The sheets were stamped to give discs of § inch (19 mm) dia in the 
first group of experiments, and for the later experiments rectangular 
sheets ^ inch x % inch(12.5xl9mm) were sheared. The change in the specimens 
was necessary due to the change in the radio-active counting technique 
involved.
4.3 DENSITY MEASUREMENTS
The densities of the green and sintered compacts were determined by 
weighing the specimens and measuring the size of them with a micrometer.
The specimens could not be immersed in water due to the porosity. The 
density of the final sheets was measured by weighing in air and then in 
water.
4.4 PLATING OF RADIO ACTIVE NICKEL
The radio active nickel was obtained from the Radio-chemical Centre, 
Amers ham and had an activity of 2.025 mC in 7 ml of slightly acidic 
nickel chloride solution. There was a considerable quantity of carrier
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nickel present but the amount was not measured. Preliminary experiments 
in plating nickel from a straight chloride bath indicated that the pH was 
critical. The addition of ammonium chloride stabilised the pH and had 
the advantage that on subsequent heat treatment of the plated specimens, 
any residual ammonium chloride would be removed by the hydrogen atmosphere.
The reverse side of the specimen was coated with Lacomit so that plating 
occurred on the front face only. The plating solution was prepared by 
adding one ml of the radio active solution to 9 ml of a solution containing 
0,0675 g of nickel chloride and 0.0225g of ammonium chloride, further 
ammonium chloride being added as the plating proceeded. Plating was 
carried out by passing 1.2mA from a 9 volt dry battery through a 6,800 ohm 
resistance in series with the cell. The number of counts obtained was 
found to be very low (11.8 counts per minute for 2 minutes of plating) 
so the current was increased to about 40mA by reducing the series resistor 
to 150 ohms and O.lg of ammonium chloride was added to maintain efficiency 
at the higher current density.
The effect of plating time on count rate is shown for specimen 1-2 
in Fig. 10. It can be seen that self absorption has a pronounced effect 
a t ^  minutes plating time so all subsequent specimens were plated for 
3 minutes at 40mA.
During the subsequent plating, the surface of some of the specimens 
became dark and the count rate dropped. Further specimens were satisfactorily 
plated after a further addition of 0.4g of ammonium chloride to the 
solution. The decrease in activity of the specimens due to depletion of 
the bath followed closely the expected exponential curve (see Fig. 11).
After plating, each specimen was rinsed in distilled water and then 
alcohol and the activity of each disc was measured. The Lacomit coating 
was then removed with acetone and the discs were annealed for 30 minutes at 
500°C in hydrogen in order to stabilise the plated coating and decompose 
any chlorides or oxides which might have been present in the plated layer.
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4.5 COBALT PLATING
The cobalt/dispersion-hardened nickel diffusion couples were produced 
by plating from a chloride bath with a cobalt anode. No experiments were 
undertaken to determine optimum conditions and the plated layer soon became 
porous and rough. The layer was built up to a thickness of about 0.5 mm 
so that the specimens could be polished in cross section without rounding 
the edge of the specimen.
4.6 MEASUREMENT OF RADIATION
Three types of radiation detector were tried, one could not be used 
satisfactorily at all and was later abandoned in favour of a more sensitive 
method. The three types were:
A. Sealed Tube.
The first batch of specimens was counted using a sealed halogen quenched 
Geiger-Muller counter tube type MX123 (Mullard Limited) with a 
window thickness of 2.3 mg/sq. cm in conjunction with a Panax counter 
type SA102 to provide a voltage of 650 volts. The tube was placed 
in a lead castle and the f inch (19 mm) diameter specimens were placed 
^  under the tube by means of a slide. Much of the 63 Ni radiation was 
absorbed in the air path to the counter and in the counter window 
itself. As a result, the counts due to 65 Ni were significant and 
aluminium foil was used to filter the radiation to permit the 65 Ni 
to be counted separately. All counts were thus taken twice, with 
and without one thiclmess of foil. The effect of the foil on the 
65 Ni radiation was calculated from Fig. 12 which shows the absorption 
on specimen 1-2. This specimen was also used as a standard and 
the counts were rationalised to a standard value of 2370 counts per 
minute, this was necessary due to the effect of temperature on the 
counting rate.
A mains stabiliser was used to drive the Panax SA102 during the later 
stages of the counting, primarily to reduce the effects of mains 
borne interference. The stabiliser had no noticeable effect on
the stability of the counting.
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B. Flow Counter.
A flow counter was tried (20th Century Limited) type PFl, using the 
recommended argon-isobutane gas mixture. The tube was placed inside 
a stack of lead bricks to reduce background radiation and the 
specimen was placed inside the counter, on a pedestal, about 5 mm from 
the end of the counter ivire. The associated electronic equipment 
used was made by Isotope Developments Limited, EHT supply type 1820, 
Scalar type 1800 and Amplifier-Selector type 1800. No stable plateau 
could be found using this system and tests were carried out at the 
University of Loughborough on the same specimens with the same type 
of counter and gas \vith similar results. This method was, therefore, 
rejected for use in the diffusion experiments.
C. Scintillation counter.
The scintillation counter provided a more sensitive counting method 
than the sealed counting tube and also had the advantage that the 65 Ni 
radiation could be effectively eliminated by pulse height analysis.
The counter used was a Tracer lab model LSC-30 which has a three channel 
liquid scintillation spectrometer system. The time available on the 
^  counter was limited but it was semi-automatic and large numbers of 
specimens could be counted unattended e.g. overnight. The specimens 
were placed in the bottom of small glass bottles with the radioactive 
face uppermost. The bottle was then filled with scintillator solution 
which consisted of:-
4g PPO (2,5 - diphenyloxazole)
O.lg dimethyl POPOP (1, 4 - bis dimethyl-2 (4 methyl-5-phenyloxazole) 
benzene)
1 litre toluene.
The automatic limits to counting were set to 100,000 counts and
5 minutes so that the count was terminated when either of these values
was reached. This enabled high statistical accuracy to be obtained
on high activity, specimens without extending the counting time to long 
periods on the low activity specimens.
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One channel was found to be more consistent than the other two and 
this channel was used throughout to calculate the results. A high 
count rate specimen and low count rate specimen (no activity), were 
used as standards on each batch of counting. There was no need to 
normalise the results since the standards were always sufficiently 
consistent. The batches were often counted more than once, depending 
on the time available on the counter, if so, then the results were 
averaged.
4.7 CALCULATION OF DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS
In order to facilitate the calculation of equations (3.7*1)  ^ (3*7.12), 
(3.7.13) and (3.7.14), computer programs in 503 Algol were written. It 
was found that the full equation (3*7.12) could be calculated with Dt up to 
about 2 X 10 but beyond tliis point, errors occurred. A comparison of the 
results of the full equation with the two approximate equations (3*7*13) 
and (3.7.14) showed that equation (3*7*14) was much more accurate than 
equation (3*7.13). It was therefore decided to use equation (3*7*14) when 
the full equation could not be used.
^Equation (3*7*14) was further simplified by e^qjanding the complement of 
the error function as a series (87).
1 .  _  j-1 .  ^
At large values of x (or Dt), only the first term of the series is 
important so that
I _ Ma 
I T
or Dt =  i  r  — 2.V  L 1 -
2
I
expT^a) * I
(4.7.2)
(4.7.3)
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Equation (4.7*3) has been termed the direct solution and is plotted 
in Fig. 4; at the point of changeover from the full equation to equation 
(4*7*3), the values of Dt which were derived from either equation did not 
differ by more than 1^.
PROCESSING OF INTENSITY RATIOS
The intensity ratios, corrected for background, were compared with 
an array of intensity ratios calculated from Dt values spaced at about 2^ 
by means of a computer. A value of Dt was then determined by linear 
interpolation between the two closest points. If the intensity ratio was 
below that which could be calculated by equation (3*7*12), then equation 
(4*7*3) was used to calculate Dt directly. The computer time required to 
process all results on an Elliot 503 computer was less than two minutes. 
The program is given below.
j j*
T.V/.BEAÎ.DND
DIFFUSION RADIOACTIVE ABSORPTION INTERPOLATION 
13 001 003 008;
begin real A.B.V.dt,I.u,a.limit; 
integer p,y; 
array Dt,Int[0:422]; 
switch B := X; 
real procedure CERF(x); 
value x; 
real x;
begin comment insert 815/1, and 815/3 at halt code;
CERF ;- ^  x>1.4 then erfcL(x) else 1-Erf(x); 
end CERF; 
read u,a,limit,y;
A ;= exp(-u*a);
for p :“ 0 step 1 until y do
begin V;- p*0o01-2;
dt:= 10TV/(u*u);
B: = 2*sqrt(dt) ;
I := exp(u*u*dt)*0.5/(1-A)*(exp(u*a)*CERF((a+2*u*d t)/B)- 
A*CERF((2*u*dt-a)/B)) + (1-CERF(a/B))/(1 -A) ;
Dt[p]:= dt;
IntCp]:= I;
end;
X; p:= O; 
read I;
if I 0 Jbhen stop; 
if I< limit then
begin dt:= a*a/(3.141G*(1-A)*(1-A)*I*I):
print I,sam9lino,u,a,dt*io9,£below limit?; 
goto X;
end ;
for p:= 0 step 1 unti 1 y 
if I>Int[p] then
begin dt:- Dt[p-1]+(I~Int[p-1])/(Int[p-l]-Lnt[p])*(Dt[p~1]-Dt[p 
print I,sameline.u,a.dt*m9; 
g^ oto X;
end
end; '
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4.8 CALCULATION OF GRAIN BOUNDARY DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
The equation (3.4*1) of Pampillo and de Reca (40) can be rearranged
K = D + (f~l) \ ^ ~ ^ L + D (4*8.1)
f f -
I
where f = Volume fraction of atoms in boundaries 
D = Apparent diffusion coefficient 
D|^ = Grain boundary diffusion coefficient 
Dt= Lattice diffusion coefficient.Jj
Since D^ is always much greater than D^, this can be further simplified
to
n = ® \
b — (4.8.2)
Fullman (88) has stated that the mean traverse length of a line through 
a randomly oriented plate is twice the plate thickness. The total traverse 
length will therefore be
L^ = 2 Nw (4*8.3)
where L^ = Total traverse length through the plates
N = Number of plates traversed '
w = Plate width.
The total traverse length is equal to the volume fraction of the plates. 
Considering the grain boundaries as plates of uniform thickness, the volume 
fraction of the boundary will be
f = 2 Nw (4*8.4)
At a grain boundary density of 50 mm ^ and a grain boundary width of
5 X 10 ^ mm, which was used by Wazzan (20), then f = 5 x lO""^ .
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The lattice diffusion coefficient, D^, was assumed to be the same 
as the diffusion rate extrapolated to zero grain boundary density.
4.9 METALLOGRAPHY
a. Optical Microscopy.
All the alloys could be satisfactorily polished using the conventional 
metallographic polishing technique, using progressively finer grades of 
emery paper and, finisliing with quarter micron diamond. Etching was 
carried out either by a very rapid dip in concentrated nitric acid or 
by electrolytic etching in S% sulphuric acid. The latter was the 
more controllable and was normally used.
b. Electrolytic Polishing. -
It was desired to electrolytically polish both to examine the surface 
with no polishing deformation and also to prepare the surface for the 
diffusion anneals. The following solutions were tried and although 
successful on nickel sheet would not polish the dispersion hardened 
material without etching or staining.
1. 785 ml Acetic Anliydride
215 ml Perchloric acid (density 1.45)
50 volts, 4 to 6 A/sq. dm, temperature below 30°C.
2. 60 ml Phosphoric acid
40 ml Glycerol
4 ml Sulphuric acid
5 to 6 ml of Water, temperature 85 to 90°C. '
3. 150g Phosphoric acid.
20g Potassium Bichromate 
10 ml water
1 ml Sulphuric acid.
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C# Chemical Polishing
A chemical polish was finally found (89) wliich gave very rapid results. 
It was used to provide specimens for optical microscopy, thin film 
specimens for electron microscopy and also to prepare the specimen 
surfaces for diffusion. Trouble was experienced with passivation in 
the new solution but this could be overcome by dissolving some iron 
in it.
The chemicals should be added in the order given, without stirring.
120 ml glacial acetic acid.
70 ml nitric acid 
1 ml hydrochloric acid.
Specimens for light microscopy were polished by a few seconds dip in 
the solution while electron microscopy specimens were prepared by 
holding a sheet of material in the solution until flakes floated away 
from the specimen, these were collected and examined in an A.E.I. EM6G 
electron microscope.
d. Dispersoid Extraction
^ T h e  alumina dispersion was extracted by dissolving the nickel in 
concentrated nitric acid. This was rapid in the case where 
some iron was present but took several hours when the nickel was pure.
The dispersoid was examined by X-rays using a powder camera to determine 
the structure and it was also sprayed onto carbon films, which were 
supported on copper grids, with an lAgla* sprayer for electron 
microscopy examination.
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4.10 ELECTRON PROBE MICRO-ANALYSIS
The specimens which had cobalt diffused into them were mounted on
edge in epoxy resin and were polished in the normal metallographic manner.
They were then examined in a * Geoscan* Electron Probe Micro-analyser
(Cambridge Scientific Instruments Ltd). In tliis machine, a beam of
electrons is focused on to the specimen producing a spot less than 1 micron
in diameter. . The elements present in this area then emit characteristic
X Rays, these are selected by a crystal spectrometer and detected with a
gas proportional counter. It is possible to scan the beam in the form of
a raster on the specimen so enabling analysis to be carried out over an
2
area up to about 1.5 mm . The detected X Rays can be used to brighten the 
raster of the cathode ray tube driven in synchronism with the main electron 
beam so producing a picture of the distribution of the element selected, 
which can then be photographed.
The resolution of this technique depends on several factors, these are:-
A. Electron Beam Size.
The resolution can never be better than the size of the impinging 
electron beam. The size of the beam is controlled by the accelerating 
voltage, the excitation of the first condenser lens and the abberations of the 
lenses, particularly the final condenser lens. For smallest probe size, 
the voltage should be high and the excitation of the first condenser lens 
should also be high. This latter condition results in a low specimen 
current and hence few X Rays. The effects of the abberations of the final 
condenser lens can be reduced by using a small final aperture, which also 
gives a low specimen current.
B. Electron Diffusion
The electrons move through the specimens for a short distance before 
coming to rest, and wliile their energy is above that of the excitation energy 
of the element being examined, they can produce X Rays. This effect can
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be reduced slightly be lowering the initial energy of the electrons, 
however, lowering the energy reduces the number of X Rays produced.
C. Fluorescence
X Rays characteristic of one element in the specimen can travel through 
the specimen and then, if their energy is sufficient, produce X Rays 
from another element. The distance which these rays can travel is 
large compared with the electron diffusion distance. Since the fluorescence 
mechanism is not very efficient, the effect does not reduce the primary 
resolution greatly but produces a halo effect around areas high in the 
exciting element. Changing micro-probe conditions will have virtually 
no effect on the magnitude of this effect but it can sometimes be avoided 
by choosing characteristic radiations for analysis which are not 
fluoresced.
The accelerating voltage used for these experiments was 25 kV with 
a probe current of 20 milli-micro-amps. Resolution was checked by 
traversing across a plated iron/nickel interface and it was seen that the 
primary resolution was better than one micron while the effect of the 
flubrescence of the iron Koc by the nickel Ka could be seen to a distance 
of 10 microns. As a result of this, iron was rejected as a tracer and cobalt 
was used instead, the only fluorescence effect present being that of nickel 
Ni fluorescing the cobalt radiation. . Since the intensity of the K0 
radiation is about one tenth of the K a radiation, the fluorescence effect 
was negligible.
3000 ASA Polaroid film was used for the photographs and the prints 
were reproduced from these.
4.11 AUTORADIOGRAPHY
Autoradiographs were made of the * as rolled* first batch of diffusion 
experiments after the counts had been taken. The autoradiographs were made
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on ARIO and AR50 film (Kodak Ltd). ARIO film was chosen after the first 
set of exposure because of the finer grain size resulted in better resolution 
than the AR50 film.
The film was of the strippable type. It was received on a glass 
plate backing and was removed from this by cutting the emulsion to a size 
slightly larger than the radioactive specimen and then stripping with 
tweezers. The film was then floated on distilled water, emulsion side 
down until it had smoothed out and lost any winkles. The specimen was 
then lifted gently under the floating film, picking it out of the water 
and allowing the film to come into intimate contact with the specimen.
The film was dried in an air blast and then placed in a dark box for exposure 
which lasted from 5 to 70 days depending on the activity of the specimens.
Development was initially carried out by floating the film off the 
specimen in water and then transferring the film to the developer (May and 
Baker * Contrast* diluted 1 to 1) on a glass slide. This proved difficult 
owing to the poor visibility under the dark red safe light used and the 
later films were developed by immersing the film and radioactive specimen 
in^^e developer. If care was taken, the film would stay on the specimen 
through the processing sequence. After development for three minutes 
the films were washed in water for one minute and then fixed in acid fixer 
solution with hardener for 5 minutes. The films were washed by repeated 
changes of water for 30 minutes and picked out of the water on glass slides 
and allowed to dry.
Photographs were taken of the autoradiographs with a Vickers 
Photomicroscope using transmitted light.
The resolution of Kodak ARIO has been given as 2 to 5 microns (90) 
for 14c radiation but the resolution would be expected to be somewhat 
better with 63Ni with the lower beta ray energy. The resolution of the 
of the AR50 film was considerably worse than the ARIO and was not used after 
the first batch of exposures.
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4.12 ANNEALING
Two types of tube furnace were used to anneal the specimens.
(a) For anneals at lOOO^C and under in the production sequence, a furnace 
fitted with a iu-ch (90 mm) diameter silica tube was used. The 
furnace could be controlled at temperatures up to lOOO^C (this 
temperature being limited by the silica tube) using an Ether * Transitrol* 
controller. The furnace was heated by 8 silicon carbide *Crusilite* 
heating rods (Morganite Limited) which were all situated above the 
furnace tube. The temperature of the sample was within + 20°C of
the nominal temperature.
(b) The furnace used for the liigher temperature anneals and all the 
diffusion anneals was similar to the furnace as described in (a) except 
that the silica tube was replaced by a porcelain tube of 38mm internal 
diameter and the heating rods were re-distributed so that four were 
placed above the tube and four below. This gave a better temperature 
distribution in the furnace but added to the risk of fracturing the 
lower heating rods. In this furnace, the temperature was measured by 
means of a platinum/platinum-l3^ rhodium thermocouple, inserted in
the end of the tube inside an alumina sheath. The end of the sheath 
was placed as close as possible to the specimen being annealed. In 
these experiments, the temperature was held to + 2 C.
Atmosphere
A gas train was arranged so that either argon, hydrogen or a mixture 
of the two could be passed through the furnace tubes. The gases were 
separately metered and then mixed before passing through a drying system 
consisting of silica gel followed by phosphorus pentoxide. In addition, 
a *Deoxo* cRty(9*^ie purifier was fitted to the regulator on the hydrogen 
cylinder to react with any free oxygen.
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The dew point of the gases was measured with an *Alnor* dew point 
meter (EFCO Ltd) and was maintained at less than minus corresponding
to a hydrogen/water ratio of greater than 2600 (91). The atmosphere used
for the anneals was hydrogen at a flow rate of 1 litre per minute. However 
in order to insert and remove the specimens with the furnace hot, a mixture 
of 1 litre per minute of argon with the addition of 100 ml per minute of 
hydrogen was used. This reduced the risk of explosion when the bung was 
removed from the tube end and the gases ignited, also, the addition of 
argon reduced the tendency of air to sweep in under the lighter hydrogen 
and gave rise to a near vertical flame front through which the specimens 
could be rapidly pushed.
4.13 GRAIN SIZE EÎEASUREMENT
It was found impossible to etch the alloys containing more than ' 
alumina without staining. The grain boundaries could be delineated however 
by annealing the alloys in hydrogen and since this treatment was used for 
the radioactive diffusion, the grain size of each specimen was measured 
after the diffusion anneal.
The grain size was measured by the linear intercept method using a 
microscope with graticule eye piece and a vernier stage graduated in 
millimetres and capable of measuring to 0.1 millimetres. The specimens were 
traversed in two directions at right-angles and the number of intercepts 
across the specimen was counted. If the number of intercepts exceeded 200 
then counting was stopped. In some cases, the grain size was too fine 
to count ( a grain boundary density of greater than 70/mm) and this is 
shown in the tables.
All measurements are specified as grain boundary density in units of 
boundaries per millimetre intercepting a line across the surface. The 
accuracy of the measurement is stated to be better than + A% for greater 
than 100 intercepts (92) but this is not likely to be achieved in practice
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since there are too few grains in the large grain size specimens to give 
100 intercepts and counting errors will occur in the fine grain size 
specimens due to lack of resolution.
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5. RESULTS
5.1 DENSITY
The densities during the various stages in manufacture of the third 
batch are shown in Tables 4 and ,5 and also in graphdxal form in Fig. 16.
The initial density of the nickel powder was less than one gramme per cc 
but this rose rapidly on milling. The addition of hydroxide derived 
alumina to the mix had little effect but the Degussa alumina increased the 
density when more than 2% was present. The * as pressed* (green) densities 
were fairly constant except for the 6^ alumina specimens which were somewhat 
lower in density. Sintering changed the densities little in those 
specimens which contained alumina, even though the initial densities were 
low. Hydroxide derived alumina seemed to be slightly more effective at 
retaining low densities at low concentrations than Degussa alumina.
Fracture surfaces of nickel— hydroxide alumina and nickel-6^ hydroxide
alumina compacts are shown in Figs 13, 14 and 15. It can be seen that the
compacts are not very well bonded and that only small areas of ductile
fracture were present in the ^  alumina compact. No such ductile areas
can be seen in the 6/^  alumina compact. At the higher magnification of
Fig. 15 the surface of the nickel powder is apparently coated with a fine
continuous layer of alumina powder, this composition could not be processed
into sheet because of the very low ductility. A photograph of the
LS
sintered compacts containing Degussa alumina ae# shown in Fig. 8, the 
compacts were all approximately the same weight and a gradual increase in 
size can be seen from the pure nickel at the left to 6% Degussa alumina 
at the right.
A large increase in density occurred during hot forging and was 
essential to the satisfactory rolling of the samples without cracking.
The forged specimens are sho^m in Fig. 9 with the Degussa alloys at the 
top, it is apparent that the amount of cracking increases with the alumina 
content.
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The final densities are shov/n in Table 4 and also Fig. 16 and were 
derived from small pieces cut from the rolled sheet. The densities 
closely approached the theoretical density especially at the lower 
alumina contents. Figure 16 also shows the results of Borok (53) which 
are very similar to the results obtained in this investigation.
5.2 GRAIN SIZE
The first set of diffusion anneals showed large variations in grain 
size (Table 6) and since this could obviously be affecting the diffusion 
rate, it was decided to try to anneal the specimens prior to diffusion to 
attain a common grain size, regardless of alloy content. The results are 
shown in Table 7 &nd show that the annealing temperature has little effect 
on the grain size of the dispersion hardened specimens. The addition of 
1% iron usually reduces the grain size by a small amount but the grain 
size is primarily controlled by the dispersion, the hydroxide derived 
alumina usually being more effective at grain size control than the Degussa 
alumina. The idea of using various annealing temperatures to control the 
grain size was therefore abandoned and a series of alloys were made with 
differing alumina contents and with no iron added. These were used for 
the diffusion anneals and the grain sizes were measured afterwards. The 
results are shown in Table 8. The grain sizes are more consistent than the 
previous cases probably due to the better method of alloy manufacture and 
they are finer the higher the alumina content. Once again, temperature
has little effect although it should be noted that in this case, the times
were not constant and the low temperature tests had a longer duration than the
high temperature tests. The rate of growth of the grain size has not been
studied. However, the fact that there is little difference with annealing 
temperature except in the case of the pure nickel, would indicate that little 
growth was occurring and that the grain sizes were approximately constant 
during the diffusion anneal.
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5.3 all o y structure
A STRUCTURE OF ALUMINA
The alumina was extracted with concentrated nitric acid and was examined 
by x-ray diffraction using a powder camera and radiation from a copper 
target. The alumina was found to be of the alpha (stable) form regardless 
of whether it was added to the alloy mixture as Degussa alumina (gamma) 
or hydroxide gel.
B SIZE AND MORTHOLOGY OF ALUMINA
The alumina which had been extracted from the first batch of alloys 
(nickel-2^ Degussa alumina, nickel-2^ hydroxide alumina, nickel-1^ iron - 
2% Degussa alumina and nickel-1^ iron - 2% hydroxide alumina) is shown in 
Figs 17, 18, 19 and 20. In all cases the sizes of the particles vary 
considerably being between 0.01 microns and 0.1 micron. It would appear 
that the particles are in fact flat plates since the electron beam can on 
occasion penetrate them at 100 KV. When it does so, it appears that the 
particles are of even thiclmess. The particles are basically rounded with 
a tendency to show crystal facets, often in hexagonal symmetry. An 
extraction replica of nickel-2^ Degussa alumina is shown in Fig. 21 and 
indicates that the alumina is fairly well distributed but clumps of small 
particles occur in places.
A selection of replicas from the third set of alloys are shown in 
Figs 22, 23, 24 and 25. A direct comparison is shown between 2% hydroxide 
derived alumina and 2^ Degussa alumina and shows that the Degussa alumina 
is better distributed and that the hydroxide alumina occasionally occurs 
in stringers. A similar link up of the particles occurred in the 6%
Degussa alumina alloy (Fig. 25). The Degussa alumina alloy (Fig. 22) 
contains much finer alumina which is much better distributed than the 
other alloys.
C MATRIX STRUCTURE
The rolling schedules undergone by the alloys produced a very high 
dislocation density both in the dispersed and undispersed alloys (Fig. 26
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and 27). The dislocation density is particularly high around the dispersed 
particle but no measurement has been made of the density. An anneal of 
1300^0 for 1 hour would fully recrystallise the alloys and the annealed 
structure of nickel - 2% Degussa alloy is shown in Fig. 28. The dislocations 
have been almost entirely removed and there is no sign that any dislocations 
have been produced by differential contraction during cooling from the 
annealing temperature.
5.4 DIFFUSION RESULTS - FIRST BATCH
A. AS ROLLED
The counts of the * as-rolled* first batch specimens are shown in 
Tables 9 to I3 and the calculated intensity ratios and corresponding 
diffusion coefficients in Tables 14 to 18. The results are plotted in 
Fig. 29 and show rather a large scatter. There is little difference 
between the alloys containing iron and those without it but there is a 
consistent increase in diffusion coefficient with Degussa alumina and 
an even greater increase with the hydroxide alumina. The enhancement is 
apparent at 1100°C and it increases as the temperature is lowered to 700°^*
B. ANNEALED
The annealed specimens were taken from the same material as the * as- 
rolled* specimens but were annealed for 2 hours at 1400°C to obtain a 
large grain size which would be constant during the diffusion anneal.
The radio-active counts are shown in Tables 19 to 24 and the intensity 
ratios and diffusion coefficients calculated from these are shown in 
Tables 25 to 30* The results are plotted in Fig. 30. The consistency 
is greatly improved over the as rolled specimens and it is apparent that 
1% iron reduces the diffusion coefficient in a plain nickel matrix but 
increases the diffusion coefficient in the alloys containing 2% hydroxide 
alumina. Again, the hydroxide alumina promotes a larger increase in 
diffusion coefficient than does the Degussa alumina.
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5.5 DIFFUSION RESULTS - COBALT DIFFUSION (SECOND BATCH)
The material used for this diffusion experiment was the same as that
used in the first series but was annealed for 1 hour at IgOO^C in hydrogen.
The diffusion couples were heated for either 144 hours at 700°C or 98 hours
at 800°Co Longitudinal sections were made after both anneals but the
o ^700 C specimens were also sectioned trayersely to the rolling direction.
Electron probe pictures for cobalt are shown in Figs 31-44. The cobalt 
penetrates down the grain boundaries for large distances compared to the 
bulk diffusion and as the grain size gets finer e.g. in the nickel 1% 
iron - 2% hydroxide alumina, quite considerable penetration of the cobalt is 
apparent. There is little difference between the longitudinal and transverse 
sections, both showing grain boundaries with a high cobalt concentration 
parallel to the surface of the material. Tv/o photographs are shown of the 
anneals at 800°C for the pure nickel case and for the nickel - 1% iron
- 2% hydroxide alumina as a comparison. The cobalt has diffused for longer
distances though the time of diffusion anneal was less. In the dispersion 
hardened case, the grain boundaries are almost obliterated near the surface 
but they can still be seen further into the specimen. Grain boundary 
diffusion is shown to be much larger than lattice diffusion at both these 
temperatures.
5.6 DIFFUSION RESULTS - THIRD BATCH
The counts taken with the scintillation counter of the third batch of 
diffusion specimens are shown in Tables 31 to 36. The specimens contained 
0, 1, 2 and 4^ alumina, of both the hydroxide source and also Degussa
alumina. In addition, 6% Degussa alloy was also tested. Counting 
statistics are much improved with the high count rate of the scintillation 
counter, and the radiation due to 65Ni was eliminated by pulse height 
analysis. Sufficient counts were normally taken (greater than 10,000) 
for the standard deviation to be less than 1%» The consistency of the 
counter was also quite high as was shown by counting a standard each time.
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The accuracy of counting is therefore estimated to be better than + 2^.
The intensity ratios and diffusion coefficients which were calculated from 
these are shorn in Tables 37 to 42. Selected results are plotted in Figs 45 
and 46 for the hydroxide and Degussa results respectively on the normal 
Arrhenius plot. These were chosen by taking results with similar intensity 
ratios, using the results of short times at high temperatures, and long 
times at low temperatures. The accuracy of the diffusion coefficient will 
be increased when working over the part of the curve where the intensity 
ratio changes most rapidly (see Fig 4) and high intensity ratios were avoided 
where possible.
The same diffusion results are sho^ vn in Figs 47, 48 and 49 where the 
logarithm of the diffusion coefficient is plotted against the grain boundary 
density of each specimen. No regard is taken of the composition of the 
specimens.
5.7 AUTORADIOGRAPHY
Autoradiographs were made of the surfaces of the * as rolled* first 
batch diffused specimens which had been annealed at 800,900,1000 and 1100°C 
as described in Section 4.11.
The autoradiographs of the specimens diffused at 800°C for 35& hr are 
shown in Figs 50 , 52, 53, 45, 55 and 56. The surface of the pure nickel 
specimen corresponding to Fig. 50 is shown in Fig. 51 at the same 
magnification and shows how the grain boundaries are didineated. The 
corresponding surface picture of the nickel-1^ iron-2^ hydroxide alumina at 
a higher magnification is shown in Fig. 57.
The autoradiographs for the alloys diffused at 1100°C are shown in Figs. 
58-63. The corresponding surface of the pure nickel in Fig. 58 is shown 
in Fig. 64 and of the nickel-1^ iron-2^ hydroxide alumina corresponding 
to Fig. 63 is shorn in Fig. 65.
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Although the contrast is reduced at the higher temperature, 
considerable grain boundary diffusion is evident in the undispersed alloys 
and considerable unevenness is seen in the diffusion of the dispersed 
alloys. This is not a simple grain boundary effect since the grain size 
is much smaller than the unevenness (Fig. 65), but rather shows an effect 
due to the variation in grain size across the specimen.
5.8 GRAIN BOUNDARY DIFFUSION
The grain boundary diffusion coefficients, calculated as described in 
Section 4.8 using the diffusion results of the third batch of specimens, 
are shown in Table 43 and plotted in Fig. 2. The results will depend on 
the value of the grain boundary width which was assumed (5 S) and also 
upon the attainment of the condition that the boundaries are very close 
together relative to the diffusion distances and are therefore not likely 
to be very accurate at the lower temperatures.
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6. DISCUSSION
6ol ALLOY PRODUCTION
A. CHOICE OF METHOD
The choice of method for producing the dispersion hardened alloys was 
largely determined by the equipment available# Internal oxidation requires 
alloys to be produced which are later oxidised^ and^ if the product is to 
be uniform; the diffusion rate of oxygen must be very high indeed or the 
alloy must be produced in powder form which is later compacted and worked. 
The facilities for grinding alloys to powder were not available and it is 
doubtful if the complicated process would yield a very good alloy.
Co-precipitation can provide very good alloys and is used for the 
commercial TD Nickel but very bullcy precipitates are normally formed which 
have to be thoroughly washed and good filtration equipment is necessarj’.
Direct mixing is the simplest procedure and was used for the alloys 
produced here. Some alloys were produced by mixing commercial nickel and 
.alumina powders while others were produced by mixing nickel.powder with 
commercial aluminium hydroxide gel in an attempt to produce a finer 
dispersion. This attempt was not successful and the product from the gel 
had a slightly coarser dispersion which was less well distributed than when 
the oxide was added direct.
B. SIZE OF DISPERSION
The final size of the dispersion is obviously much larger than the 
initial particle size but no attempt has been made to determine the stage 
at which the growth took place. Previous work would indicate that very 
little growth of the dispersÊed occurs in nickel alumina alloys after 
production, (93), and so it must be assumed that the growth occurs during 
production. This is also indicated by the very low ductility of the 
alloys during the rolling sequence, the consequent small reductions do 
not appear to have broken the dispersion into smaller pieces. Since the
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size of the dispersion is similar whether produced from fine alumina 
particles or aluminium hydroxide gel it is probable that the size is 
determined by the interstices between the nickel powder during compacting.
C. DENSITY
The low bulk density of the nickel powder is due to the irregular 
shape of the particles and as ball-milling proceeds, the density is 
rapidly increased by rounding of the particles. A low density is necessary 
in pressing the nickel-alumina alloys prepared by the hydroxide route 
in order that the surplus water may evaporate and oxides be reduced before 
the specimen surface is sealed which accounts for the low pressing pressures 
and low heating rates which were used.
The sintered density is basically the same as the * as-pressed* density 
in the dispersion hardened alloys but the pure metals can shrink appreciably 
in sintering (Table 5). The mechanism for inhibition of sintering by 
the addition of dispersion is not known and could well be investigated in 
future work. There may be a connection between the size of the resultant 
dispersion and the spaces between the compressed nickel particles.
However, the amount of dispersion is not large enough to fill the spaces 
and so mechanically reduce the shrinkage unless the dispersion is not 
evenly distributed and completely fills some spaces only.
The grain boundaries are essential to provide shrinkage and it would 
seem that the particles may reduce the grain boundary (interparticle) 
diffusion.
The main increase in density occurs during the hot forging, and after 
the rolling/annealing cycles the final density is quite high. The 
difference between the actual and theoretical density is attributed to 
porosity retained around the dispersed particles. These are not in 
intimate contact with the matrix at high temperatures since no dislocations 
are formed during cooling.
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E. ALUMINA STRUCTURE
Both the Degussa (gamma) alumina and aluminium hydroxide changes to 
alpha alumina during the preparation of the alloys. Those particles 
which were sufficiently thin to he viewed in transmission by electron 
microscopy appeared to be single crystals. Sintering and re-crystallisation 
had taken place probably occurring during the specimen sintering or the 
forging pre-anneal. In either case, temperatures are not high enough 
. to sinter alumina in the normal state and so the nickel must act as a 
catalyst to the sintering. A finer dispersion could be obtained by using 
finer metal powders or possibly by more severe working operations (such 
as extrusion) to break .up the larger particles.
F. DUCTILITY
The ductility of the dispersion hardened alloys is very low as is 
shown by the very low reductions which were possible during the rolling 
sequence. The work hardening is very rapid due to the large dispersed 
particles and considerable internal faults appear to be present, resulting 
in cracking. If smaller rolls had been available it may have been possible 
to increase the amount of cold work in each pass and possibly to reduce the 
size of alumina particles giving greater final ductility.
6.2 GRAIN GROWTH
The grain growth experiments show that the grain size of the dispersion 
hardened material is very stable even up to 1400°C, the hydroxide derived 
alumina being somewhat more effective in pinning the grain boundaries than 
, the Degussa alumina. The temperatures of the diffusion anneals are low 
compared with the pre-anneal and so it is expected that no change in grain 
size or grain boundary movement occurred. This is important since movement 
of boundaries during diffusion can give effects comparable to a much higher 
grain boundary density but this normally only occurs during continuous
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plastic deformation which was not present in these investigations. (See 
section 3*4)• Finer dispersions would be expected to be more effective 
in restraining grain growth and this is confirmed by the very fine grain 
size of TD Nickel.
6.3 DIFFUSION EXPERIMENTS
a) ACCURACY
The primary reduction in accuracy of the diffusion results is caused 
by the random nature of the radio-active disintegrations. In the case 
of the first group of experiments where the count rates were very low, the 
accuracy of counting will also be low. In addition, the large attenuation 
from specimen to detector can be subject to variations and hence will 
reduce the accuracy further. The third group of experiments were counted 
with a much higher sensitivity counter resulting in larger count rates and 
less variable attenuation. The counts using this machine should be 
accurate in all cases to + 2^.
The accuracy of the diffusion coefficient will depend on the accuracy
of the absorption coefficient used, to a lesser extent on the thickness
of the plated layer, which was calculated assuming 100^ plating efficiency,
and the accuracy of the time of the anneal. The absorption coefficient
has been determined by several previous investigators and widely different
results reported. (Section 3*8)• The concept of an absorption coefficient
implies that the absorption is constant regardless of the distance travelled
through the material but 63Ni emits beta rays which have a definite range
and any absorption coefficient can only be approximate. A recent value
-1by Wazzan of 13000 cm was therefore used. This is not likely to be 
accurate to better than + 20^ when used in circumstances differing from 
that in which it was derived. The value of Hoffman, Pikus and Ward (7) 
of 9300 cm ^ was determined by comparison of the surface decrease method 
of diffusion with that of a sectioning method and therefore should be quite 
reliable. The authors however have calculated the diffusion coefficients
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using the surface decrease method and the simple equation of Steigman,
Shockley and Nix (57)^ thus neglecting the thickness of the plated layer which
may have been appreciable (it was stated to be less than 1 micron). Fig.4
shows the intensity ratios which would be expected for a certain degree of
diffusion and it can be seen that the curve with a negligible plating
layer thickness and absorption coefficient of 9200 cm lies between the
curves calculated with a radio-active layer of 0.1 microns and 0.9 microns
—1
with an absorption coefficient of I3OOO cm . It thus seems probable that
the layer of radio-active material as used by Hoffman et al was in the
-1range of 0.2 to O.4 microns thick and that I3OOO cm is the more accurate 
value. Any error in the absorption coefficient will give double the 
error in the derived value of the diffusion coefficient.
The specimens were diffusion annealed in large tube furnaces with a 
large thermal inertia and with the controlling thermocouple close to the 
heating elements. The temperature cycles due to the on-off switching 
were therefore maintained at less than + 1°C. The absolute 
temperature depended on the measuring thermocouple (which was compared 
with a National Physical Laboratory calibrated thermocouple) and on its 
position relative to the specimens. It is thought that the temperatures 
were accurate to better than + 3°C. Larger errors are likely to occur 
due to variation in the time of the anneal especially at the higher temperatures 
where the times were short (of the order of 30 minutes). The specimens 
were inserted into the pre-heated furnace and took about 5 minutes to rise 
to within of the furnace temperature. The time of the anneal was 
measured from this point. Little error would occur at the end of the 
anneal since the specimens were withdrawn from the hot zone while the 
furnace was hot and the initial rate of cooling from the diffusion temperature 
would be very high.
The accuracy will not be reduced by any significant extent due to 
the calculation of the diffusion coefficient. The greatest error will 
occur at the point of changeover from the full diffusion equation to the
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direct solution and here the maximum difference noted was 1%, As more 
diffusion takes place, the direct solution will become more accurate. It 
should be noted that only one of the approximate solutions suggested by 
Raynor et al approximated to the full solution, (see Section 3.9), the other 
approximate solution being greatly in error.
b) 65Ni RADIATION
In the first batch of diffusion experiments, the 63Ni radiation was 
attenuated to a large extent in the air path and counter window, and the 
radiation from the 6SNi which ■was also present in small amounts formed an 
appreciable proportion of the counts. Since it was desired to eliminate 
the effects of the 6SNi, it was separately determined using filters.
In theory it should have been possible to determine a diffusion coefficient 
from the 6SNi radiation, however, when this was tried the variations which 
were found in the very small count rate were so large that no consistent 
intensity ratios could be obtained.
6.4 DIFFUSION ENHANCEMENT
There are several ways in which the diffusion rate can be enhanced to 
a level above that of the normal lattice diffusion. The important parameters 
are grain boundaries, dislocations, porosity and partiele-matrix boundaries, 
impurities and strain. These will be considered in turn.
a) GRAIN BOUNDARIES
Grain boundaries have been shown to increase the overall diffusion 
rate to a marked extent as discussed in Section 3*4. The work described here 
does not comply with the case where isolated boundaries are considered and 
neither does it apply to the case where the boundaries are so close together 
that the normal Gaussian profile is retained. In fact, the autoradiographs 
and the electron-probe pictures show that the diffusing element is far from 
being uniformly distributed in the plane perpendicular to the diffusion and 
does not have a Gaussian profile in the direction of the diffusion. The
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pictures show that the grain boundaries did transport a considerable 
amount of material even up to relatively high temperatures and when the 
diffusion rate is plotted against grain size for each particular specimen 
at any temperature, a good correlation is seen. As would be expected, the 
lower the temperature of diffusion, the greater was the enhancement due to 
the boundaries. The results are plotted on a logarithmic scale in Figs 47,
48 and 49 because they form a straight line, although the theory of 
Hart (38) would indicate that there should be a linear correlation. At 
the higher temperatures, where the enhancement is low, the results fit 
equally well a linear relation within the range of the experimental scatter 
but large deviations are seen at the lower temperatures. Since the 
diffusion profiles are not simple due to the effect of the boundaries, then 
the equations used to calculate the diffusion coefficients will also not be 
fully applicable and a linear decrease in intensity ratio will have an 
approximate logarithmic effect on the calculated diffusion coefficient 
(see Fig. 4). The effect of grain boundaries at the lower temperatures of 
draining the surface almost completely of radio-active material in strips, 
as shown by the autoradiographs, will be to enhance the apparent diffusion 
coefficient in a logarithmic manner.
Extrapolation of these curves to zero grain boundary density should 
give the correct value of the lattice diffusion coefficient if the lines are 
straight. Extrapolation/interpolation to give a value of apparent 
diffusion at a high grain boundary density will only be correct if the 
simple diffusion profile is attained and is therefore more likely to be 
approximated to at the higher temperatures.
b) DISLOCATIONS
Dislocations can act in a similar manner to grain boundaries in enliancing 
the diffusion coefficient. However, their area is much less and the 
dislocation density in the alloys studied here is not high due to annealing 
both before and during the diffusion. It is possible to retain
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dislocations to quite high temperatures in certain dispersion hardened 
alloys and diffusion enhancement due to dislocations may be expected in 
these.
c) POROSITY AND PARTICLE-MATRIX BOUNDARIES
Porosity can be considered as a special case of a dispersion with 
the particle being composed of a gas or vacuum. Section 3*5 describes the 
theoretical amount by which the diffusion coefficient should be changed by 
the addition of particles, and the equations of Rayleigh (52) and Starr (55) 
are plotted in Fig. 3, assuming a direct correlation between conductivity 
and diffusion. The equation of Rayleigh fits the electrical conductivity 
results much better than that of Starr and is thought to be correct. If 
either * short circuit* particles or * insulating* particles are present 
then the activation energy which is determined will be that of volume 
diffusion only, but if the porosity or interface is partially controlling 
the rate of diffusion, then there will be an extra contribution to the 
activation energy which will vary with temperature. Thus the slight 
reduction in activation energy of diffusion found in pdl'ous brass can be 
attributed to a small effect from surface diffusion which has a low activation 
energy.
In the alloys produced in this work, the interface is likely to be of 
high energy (see Section 3*5) if the particles are in contact with the 
nickel but the electron micrographs would indicate from the lack of dislocations 
produced by differential contraction on cooling that the particles are not 
in intimate contact with the nickel, and so the interface can be regarded 
as a free surface. The first batch of diffusion specimens shows that iron 
reduces the diffusion rate of the plain alloy while increasing the diffusion 
rate in the dispersed alloys. Since iron increases the work of adhesion 
of nickel-alumina interfaces (41) it would be expected that the addition 
of iron to dispersion hardened nickel would reduce the diffusion rates by 
up to 15^. Since the enhancement due to the grain boundaries is so large.
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this completely masks any effect due to the porosity wliich may he present.
The only diffusion work which has been done on single crystal dispersion 
hardened materials is that of Imai and Miyazaki (28) who showed an 
increase in diffusion rate of about 86^ for two volume per cent of dispersoid 
(Section 3®3)* The authors rule out any short circuit mechanisms due to 
the very minor change in activation energy and the unchanged diffusion 
profile. Hart (38) has shown that it is possible to retain the normal 
diffusion profile under certain conditions of short circuit diffusion, and 
the activation energy will not change if the two diffusion mechanisms are 
in series with lattice diffusion being rate controlling. The increase in 
diffusion rate of 86^ cannot be explained by a short circuit mechanism unless 
the particles are effectively enlarged to 15 to 20 volume per cent, possibly 
by being surrounded by high density dislocation networks or large strain 
fields. Since no structural details were reported, this cannot be confirmed.
d) IMPURITIES '
Impurities can have a large effect on diffusion (the effect of 1^ iron is 
shown in Fig. 30) &nd dispersion hardened alloys are particularly prone to 
impurity pick-up in manufacture. Ball milling in particular grinds away 
the pot as well as the balls (in this case porcelain and nickel respectively) 
but pressing, sieving and sintering can also produce contamination. All 
diffusion experiments were conducted in hydrogen for convenience and since 
the solubility of hydrogen in nickel is quite high, this may have had some 
effect. The increase in diffusion rate over previous work (see Fig. 1) when 
the effects of grain boundaries are eliminated could therefore be due to 
impurities and possibly some retained porosity.
e) STRAIN
There is a possibility that elastic strain may alter the lattice 
diffusion rate but experiments to show this have in general failed due to the 
annealing out of the strain during the diffusion. (See Section 3.4). Large 
amounts of strain produce dislocations and grain boundary movement (39) 
which will mask any effect of elastic strain. It may be possible to produce
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Stable strain fields around a very fine dispersion in alloys produced 
by internal oxidation wliich could effect the diffusion rate, and this may 
explain the results of Imai and Miyazaki (28).
6.5 LATTICE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
Extrapolation of the curves in Fig. 47, 48 and 49 gives the diffusion 
coefficient at zero grain boundary density and so should correspond to 
the lattice diffusion coefficient as modified by impurity and particle 
short circuit effects. Since there is a tendency for the smallest grain 
sizes to have the highest amount of dispersion, then the extrapolation will 
also tend to reduce the effects of the particles. The extrapolated points 
are plotted in Fig. 1 from which it can be seen that the points fit a straight 
line on the Arrhenius plot, indicating a constant activation energy and the 
possibility of only one diffusion mechanism operating. The diffusion rates 
are higher than most of those determined by previous workers and this is 
most likely to be due to impurities and structure introduced by the powder 
metallurgical tecliniques. The choice of absorption coefficient v^Lll also 
affect the results as discussed previously. A larger absorption 
coefficient would lower the apparent diffusion coefficient, but have 
little effect on the apparent activation energy.
6.6 GRAIN BOUNDARY DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
The grain boundary diffusion coefficient has been calculated as described 
in section 4.8 by subtracting the lattice diffusion from the determined 
diffusion coefficient and correcting for volume fraction. The necessary 
condition that (2D^t)^»L will not be true for any of this work e.g. at 1220°C
—10 9
D, = 4.66 X 10 cm /sec, t = 1800 sec
So (2D^t)2 = 1.3 X 10"^
While L = 2 X 10  ^cm at a grain boundary densityof 50mm As the
temperature is reduced the lattice diffusion coefficient will get smaller 
and will be compensated to some extent by increased diffusion times, but
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there will he a systematic error in the diffusion coefficient and so the 
value of activation energy which has been calculated over the full 
temperature range of 720 to 1220^0 is likely to be in error and a more 
accurate estimate will be obtained from the higher temperature results 
which yield an activation energy of 40000 cal/mole.
Canon and Stark ('24) interpret the difference between the activation 
energies they have determined of 41 kcal/mole for < 112 > tilt boundaries 
and that of Upthegrove and Sinnott (11) of 26 kcal/mole for < 100 > tilt 
boundaries to the difference in binding energy in the boundaries. In the 
present results however, the grain boundary density was determined by counting 
the boundaries after thermal etching and only high energy boundaries would 
be seen i.e. boundaries which should yield a low activation energy.
It would seem possible from the present results to measure fairly 
accurately the grain boundary diffusion coefficient but, no account has been 
taken of the variation in the diffusion rate caused by the presence of 
particles at the grain boundaries. This could be difficult since the 
number of particles at the boundaries is not known. The boundaries are 
more likely to intersect particles than if the boundaries are randomly 
distributed, since the particles restrain grain growth. The particles 
could increase or decrease the rate of diffusion in a similar way to the 
effect of particles on volume diffusion (see Section 3*6).
There were sufficient particles in the dispersed alloys to fill all 
boundaries several times over if all the particles were concentrated at 
the boundaries as sho\m below.
The total grain boundary area equals the grain boundary volume divided 
by the grain boundary width.
At 50 mm ^ grain boundary density, total grain boundary area =
i..-S ■ = 100 irnnVmm^ .
5 X 10-7
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The total volume of particles = N ^  r^ = 0.12 for 6wt^ alloy.
2
The total projected area of particles = N r = 0.12/r
where r = particle radius
* 2 9
At a radius of 0.1/i m, the projected area = 1200 mm /mm
6,7 EMPIRICAL EQUATION FOR DIFFUSION RATE
An empirical equation has been derived for the total apparent diffusion 
in the dispersion hardened nickel, taking into account the lattice and grain 
boundary diffusion. The equation is based on the normal exponential 
equation with a term added to compensate for the grain boundary diffusion 
enhancement. The final equation is
D = 1.8 exp (-658OO/RT) exp[ (I4O.9/T - 0.0893) B ] (6.7*1)
where B = grain boundary density (mm" ). The equation is plotted in Fig.47 
48 and 49 for comparison with the original data points. It is seen to 
compare reasonably well over the temperature range 820 to 1220°C, but the 
grain boundary enhancement is underestimated below this temperature. The 
equation implies that there will be a temperature above which the enhancement 
will be zero or even negative. However, the grain boundary diffusion 
rate is always higher than the lattice diffusion rate and so there should 
be positive contribution by the boundaries up to the melting point. Care 
should therefore be taken to use this equation in the temperature range for 
which it was calculated. When the grain size is very fine and the diffusion 
times long, an equation, derived using the theories of Hart (38) and 
Pampillo and de Reca (39) from the lattice and grain boundary diffusion 
coefficients is more applicable, and is shown below.
D = 1.8 exp (-658OO/RT) 4- 2.14 X 10“^ B exp (-40 OOO/RT) (6.7*2)
It should be possible to extrapolate this equation up to the melting 
point of the alloy with little error.
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6.8 PREVIOUS WORK ON DIFFUSION IN DISPERSION HARDENED MATERIALS
The amount of work which has been done on the diffusion rate in 
dispersion hardened materials is limited (see Section 3*2) and, except for 
the work of Imai and Miyazaki (28) using single crystal silver, has been 
directly related to practical problems, and self diffusion has not been 
studied.
The use of a different diffusing species causes difficulties due to 
the destruction of the inherently unstable structure of the alloy and 
marked porosity due to the Kirkendall effect. Fleetwood fitted his results 
to a straight line on the Arrhenius plot, yielding a single activation energy 
at any particular composition whilst Walsh and Dona chi e (23) fitted their 
results to two curves yielding two activation energies. These activation 
energies and corresponding frequency factors have been extrapolated to 0^ 
solute so that the interdiffusion coefficient should correspond to the 
impurity diffusion coefficient. These results are plotted in Fig. 1 
together with the individual points of Walsh and Donachie extrapolated to 
0% tungsten. It is seen that the results do not support two separate curves 
but evidence at different compositions lends some support to this interpret­
ation. This would imply that the grain boundary diffusion has no effect 
above 1177^0 in this inherently fine grained material, which is in 
contradiction of the results presented here. Since the results are 
enhanced above the normal lattice diffusion results, it is probable that 
grain boundary and possibly dislocation diffusion is active and that the 
results fit on one curve with continuously var^^ing activation energy.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
1* Alumina dispersion markedly reduces the final sintered density in nickel 
compacts.
2. The large increase in diffusion rate in dispersion hardened alloys is 
probably due to the influence of the grain boundaries only.
3. The diffusion rate of the nickel-alumina alloys studied here can be 
expressed by the following equation:
D = 1.8 exp (-658OO/RT) exp ((I40.9/T - 0.0893) B) (cm^/sec) 
where B = grain boundary density (mm"^).
This equation is limited to the temperature range of 820 to 1220°C and
-1grain boundary densities of up to 50 mm .
At temperatures above 900°C and with a fine grain size, the following 
equation is more suitable and should be capable of extrapolation up to 
the melting point:
D = 1.8 exp (-658OO/RT) + 2.14 X 10 ^ B exp (-40 OOO/RT) (cm^/sec)
4. An approximate calculation of the grain boundary diffusion rate between 
820 and 1220^0 yields the follov/ing equation:
— 2.14 exp (-40 OOO/RT) (cm^/sec)
5. Short circuit diffusion around particles has not been disproved and 
could cause a moderate increase in diffusion rate at all temperatures.
6. If dispersion hardened alloys are required with low diffusion rates,
it will be necessary to manufacture them by a process which can provide 
large grain sizes such as internal oxidation.
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8. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORKo
1. The investigation of diffusion should be extended to smaller grain sizes 
so that estimates of the diffusion rates in fine grain size commercial 
alloys could be made.
2. Extension of the diffusion experiments to higher temperatures with 
larger grain sizes could possibly determine if any enliancement of 
diffusion is due to rapid diffusion around the particles. Structural 
evidence would be required to show that no lattice defects were 
contributing to any increase in diffusion rate.
3. The profile of the tracer concentration through the specimen using 
very fine grain sizes should be checked to confirm Hart* s theory.
4o The effect of hydrogen on the self diffusion of nickel should be 
investigated.
5* An analysis of the rate of diffusion using a simple grain boundary
network of intermediate grain size would give information useful to users 
of dispersion hardened alloys. Such an analysis could probably be 
achieved by numerical methods and computer.
6. The possibility of using dispersion hardening for producing highly 
stable low density sintered compacts should be investigated.
Applications could include filters and bearings or any other application 
where high accuracy is required.
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Do Q(cal/mole) Temp Range °C Date Reference
10000 - 15000 
61000 - 65000
250 - 650 
650 - 1250 1955 6
1.27 66800
66800
61000 - 65000
870 - 1248 
1100 - 1300 
250 - 1250
1956
1956
1956
7
8
9
0.4 63800 1100 - 1175 1957 10
0.48 65800
(Q.g.b 26000)
700 - 1100 1958 11
3.36 69800 1150 - 1400 1959 12
5.8 69800 680 - 830 1961 13
1.7 68100 700 - 1100 1961 14
1.39 66400 1149 - 1367 1962 15
2.59 69500 1083 - 1300 1963 16
1.9 68000 1040 - 1300 1964 17
1.39 65900 1100 - 1416 1965 18
1.9
Prestrained 
1.1 X 10-7
66800
32300
675 - 750
675 - 750
1965 19
1.9
Grain boundc
0.07
66800
tries
27400
475 - 650 ' 1965 20
2.22 69200 900 - 1200 1966 21
9.96 60500 1000 - 1400 1968 22
Ni - 5 vol 
0.4x10-4 1
% Th 0^/ Cr inter
^33300
diffusion.Extrapol
815 - 1150
ated to 0% Cr
1966 4
Ni - 2 vol % Th 0„/W interdi:
3.65 '0 65500 
6.84 X 10j 15070
[fusion. Extrapola
1177 - 1316 
1000 - 1093
ted to
1969 23
Edge disloc
1.6 j
Screw dislc 
1.0
,ations
40700
cations
44900
600 - 970 
600 - 970
1969
1969
24
This invest 
1.8 1 
Grain bonne
0.24
2.14
igation
65800
aries
33500
40000
720 - 1220
720 - 1220 
820 - 1220
TABLE 1 : DIFFUSION CONSTANTS IN NICKEL AND DISPERSION HARDENED
NICKEL ALLOYS.
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DATE ABSORBER RESULT /if(cm ^)in Nickel REFERENCE
1951 Nickel
2
1.48 cm /mg 13200 ■ 60
1951 Aluminium .
2
0.6 mg/cm 
half thickness
10300 61
1955 Formvar 1000 6
1956 Nickel Diffusion
comparison
method
9300 7 .
1957 Aluminium 
and mica
0.46 mg
half thickness
13400 62
1957 Aluminium 
and plastic
4950 or»
. 1150 cm /mg
44000 or 
10200
63
1959 Aluminium 8.5 + 0.5
mg/cm^
1050 64
1965 Copper 4 separate regioiIS found 65
1965 Nickel 1.3+lxl.O^ 19
TABLE 2 r ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS OF 6.1 Ni
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TIME 0 35 Min 5hr 35 Min 56hr 35 Min
Standard 22561/10 34219/15 11057/5 23229/10
Nickel 10407/10 7536/10 4778/10 1688/10
'+ Filter 426/10 402/10 361/10 352/10
Nickel - iron 11240/10 7674/10 4503/11 1183/10
+ Filter 464/10 441/10 406/10 310/10
Nickel - Degussa 10499/10 6347/10 14732/50 1105/10
+ Filter 454/10 . 401/10 424/10 304/10
Nickel - iron - 
Degussa 10849/10 6788/10 17502/55 1115/10
+ Filter 477/10.5 449/10 354/10 322/10
Nickel - 
hydroxide 5415/11 2287/10 11501/96 556/10
+ Filter 303/10 287/10 1095/40 237/10
Nickel - iron - 
hydroxide 5591/10 2835/11 3885/30 533/10
f Filter 297/10 303/10 2648/100 224/10
Background 2207/145 1646/110 445/30 154/10
TABLE 11 ; RADIOACTIVE COUNTS, FIRST BATCH AS ROLLED 900 C
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Time 5 hr
Composition I/Io Dt x 10^ D
Nickel .8588 1.843 1.024 X 10"13
Nickel - iron .9042 1.204 6.686 X 10
Nickel - Degussa .7774 3.284 , 1.824 X 10"13
Nickel - iron - Degussa .8525 1.940 1.078 X 10"13
Nickel - hydroxide .7293 4.388 2.438 X 10"13
Nickel - iron - hydroxide .7716 3.405 1.892 X 10"13
TABLE 14 : INTENSITY RATIOS AND DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS,
~  FIRST BATCH, AS ROLLED, 700^0
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Fig. 5. Carbonyl nickel x 10 000
Fig. 6. Carbonyl iron x 1500
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Fig* 7 Degussa alumina x 40 000
1] 8,
Fig, 8. Sintered compacts containing 0, 1, 2, 4, 6 wt Degussa alumina
Fig, 9. Forged compacts, Degussa alumina alloys, above, hydroxide alumina 
alloys below.
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Fig. 13. Fracture surface of nickel - ^0 hydroxide aluiiiina x 2400
Fig. 14. Fracture surface of nickel - 6^ hydroxide alumina. x 2400
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Fig. 15* Fracture surface of nickel - 6% hydroxide alumina x 12 000
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Fig. 17. Extracted particles from nickel - 1% Degussa aluminaalloy x 15 000
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Fig. 180 Extracted particles from nickel - 2% hydroxide alumina alloy x 15 000
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Fig. 19. Extracted particles from nickel - 1% iron - 2% Degussa alumina
alloy. X 15 00(
\
J *
Fig. 20. Extracted particles from nickel -1% iron - 2% hydroxide alumina
alloy. XI5 000
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Fig. 21. Extraction replica of nickel - 2% Degussa alumina alloy X 3750
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Fig. 22. Extraction replica of nickel - ^  Degussa alumina alloy X3750
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Fig. 23. Extraction replica of nickel - 2% hydroxide alumina alloy X3750
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Fig. 24. Extraction replica of nickel - 2% Degussa alumina alloy X3750
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Fig. 25. Extraction replica of nickel - 6% Degussa alumina alloy X3750
Fig. 26. Transmission photograph of ^as rolled* nickel sheet X30 000
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Fig. 27. Transmission photograph of * as rolled* nickel - 1% iron - 2%
Degussa alumina sheet X 3O 000
1
Fig. 28. Transmission photograph of nickel - 2% Degussa alumina^ annealed
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Fig, 31. Cobalt distribution in nickel/cobalt diffusion couple.
Annealed at 700°C for 144 lir. Longitudinal section X 700
Fig. 32. Cobalt distribution in nickel/cobalt diffusion couple.
Annealed at 700 C for 144 hr. Transverse section X700
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Fig. 33" Cobalt distribution in nickel- 1% iron/cobalt diffusion couple.
Annealed at 700 C for 144 hr. Longitudinal section. X700
Fig. 34. Cobalt distribution in nickel - 1% iron/cobalt diffusion couple,
Annealed at 700 C for 144 hr. Transverse section X700
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Fig, 35* Cobalt distribution in nickel - 2% Degussa alumina/cobalt diffusion 
couple. Annealed at 700 C for 144 hr. Longitudinal section. X700
Fig. 36. Cobalt distribution in nickel - 2% Degussa alumina/cobalt diffusion
couple. Annealed at 700 C for 144 hr. Transverse section X700
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Fig. 37. Cobalt distribution in nickel - 1% iron - 2% Degussa alumina/cobalt 
diffusion couple. Annealed at 700-C for 144 hr. Longitudinal 
section. X 700
Fig. 38. Cobalt distribution in nickel -Vfo iron - 2% Degussa alumina/cobalt
diffusion couple. Annealed at 700°C for I44 hr. Transverse section X70C
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Fig. 39. Cobalt distribution in nickel --2% hydroxide alumina/cobalt diffusion 
couple. Annealed at 700°C for 144 hr. Longitudinal section X700
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Fig. 40. Cobalt distribution in njckel - 2% hydroxide alumina/cobalt diffusion
couple. Annealed at 700 C for 144 hr. Transverse section X700
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Fig. 41* Cobalt distribution in nickel - l^^iron - 1% hydroxide alumina/cobalt 
diffusion couple. Annealed at 700 C for 144 hr. Longitudinal 
Section. X 700
I
Fig. 42. Cobalt distribution in nickel - Yfo iron - 2% hydroxide alumina/cobalt 
diffusion couple. Annealed at 700 C for 144 hr. Transverse section
Y  700
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Fig, 43* Cobalt distribution in nickel/cobalt diffusion couple. Annealed 
at 800 C for 98 hr. Longitudinal section. X 700
Fig. 44. Cobalt distribution in nickel - 1% iron - 2% hydroxide alumina
diffusion counle. Annealed at 8OO C for Q8 hr. T,or,o-i tndinal section X70
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Fig. 50. Autoradiograph of nickel; diffused at 800°C for 354 hr. X94
Fig. 51. Radioactive surface, diffused at 800°C for 354 hr. X 94
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Fig* 52. Autoradiograph of nickel - 1% iron, diffused at 800°C for 354 hr. X 9^
Fig. 53• Autoradiograph of nickel - 2% Degussa alumina, diffused at SOO^C 
for 354 hr X 94.
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Fig. 54. Autoradiograph of nickel ~ 2% Degussa alumina, diffused at 800°C 
for 354 hr. ^ X94
Fig. 55. Autoradiograph of nickel - 2% hydroxide, diffused at 800°C for
354 X 94,
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Fig. 56. Autoradiograph of nickel - 1% iron - 2% hydroxide alumina.
diffused at 800 C for 354 hr. X94.
Fig. 57. Radioactive surface of nickel - 1% iron - 2% hydroxide alumina, 
diffused at 800 C for 354 hr. X 625
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Fig. 58. Autoradiograph of nickel, diffused at 1100°C for Si hr, X94
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Fig. 59* Autoradiograph of nickel - 1% iron, diffused at 1100°C for s4 hr. X94
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